Data Analysis Worksheet

[School Name]: Data Analysis: Non-SGP
Data Source (ex: USA TEST Prep): ____________________________
Grade Level: ____________
Administration: Fall Winter Spring
Date Test Given: ____________________
Teacher: ________________________ Subject Area: ____________________

Questions for Analysis:

1. What was your highest score? _______
2. What was your lowest score? _______
3. What was your class average? _______
4. What is your grade distribution?
   a. # of A’s ________  b. # of B’s ________  c. # of C’s ________  d. # of F’s ________
5. What was my highest performing standard?

6. What was my highest performing question?

7. What was the level of DOK for my highest performing question? _____________

8. What was my lowest performing standard?

9. What was my lowest performing question?

10. What was the level of DOK for my lowest performing question? _____________

11. When was your lowest performing question covered?

12. What is your plan of action to address previously indicated weakness?
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